Friction
Bushings

TRAID VILLARROYA manufactures a complete special range of
TRAIDAMID® products for the all types of industries, including
bearings, pulleys, pads, and sheaves. There is an emphasis on
increasing the uses of various of our plastics. Our materials operate
in many varied and often challenging applications. An unwavering
commitment has always been maintained to the highest standards
of the quality, as well as for the protection of the environment in
the communities in which we live and work. The long-term business
success of our products depends on our ability to ensure that our
quality remains a top priority for the management and each
employee. This idea is our commitment to making sustainable
health a reality through innovative technology and services focused
on addressing three critical needs: lowering costs, helping our
customers and improving quality.

TRAIDAMID®G Natural
friction bushing
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TRAIDAMID® G MOS2 is a perfect choice as a
dry
lubricant-filled
bearing
material.
Manufactured to be a more crystalline product
with improved wear resistance, TRAIDAMID® G
MOS2
also offers improved compressive
strength. This means that this material has both
the characteristics of polymerised cast nylon,
described above, and improved smoothness and
reduced humidity absorption capacity.

TRAIDAMID® G MOS2
friction bushing
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TRAIDAMID® 901 is a MC Nylon
produced with a heat stabilizer
in blue color. The heat stabilizer
reduces
oxidation
and
molecular degradation at high
temperatures, extending the
lifetime of the material at high
temperatures. Although it
retains the general features of
TRAIDAMID® G it is easier to
machine and U.V. ray resistance
is better.

TRAIDAMID® 901
friction bushing
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With TRAIDAMID® products, we’re confronting the ever-changing marketplace by
reinventing the way we do business. For products we can make better and faster,
we’re focusing our manufacturing operations on specialized applications around the
world. For other offerings, we’re building strategic global partnerships to bring
customers the highest-quality products at the lowest cost. Meanwhile, we’re
standardizing global product platforms to provide consistency to our customers,
wherever they’re located. And no matter the product, no matter the supplier, we’re
working harder than ever to ensure the superior design and quality our customers
count on.

And the evolution of TRAIDAMID® continues ... After all, we’re more than a
manufacturer. More than a distributor. We’re an essential resource. Our customers’
challenges keep changing, and we’re helping them adapt every step of the way.
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TRAIDAMID- TRAID VILLARROYA Europe
C/Isabel de Sto. Domingo 35
50014 Zaragoza
SPAIN
Tel: +34 976 47 12 11
e-mail: info@traidvillarroya.com

TRAIDAMID-TRAID VILLARROYA America
Prv Santa Ines 464 Casa 8
Las Misiones, Irapuato Guanajuato, Mexico 36567
MEXICO
Tel: +52 462 693 8083
e-mail: masey@traidvillarroya.com

TRAIDAMID-TRAID VILLARROYA Asia sales office
Room 3206, Building nº 3 of Admiral City
Nº 131 Minzu Avenue Nanning
Guangxi, 530028
P.R.CHINA
Tel: +86 (0) 771 559 2620 / 5597901
e-mail: silva@traidvillarroya.com
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